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Product Overview 

Boom telescoping code 

Chord and cornicle of XLC15a crawler crane boom are made of 
large cross-section thick-wall large-diameter high-strength 
seamless steel pipes, whose middle uniform section is welded with 
segmented high-strength steel plate and whose variable 
cross-section at both ends forms a truss structure that consists of 
four chords. Under full-operation-mode condition, boom configura
tion includes following sections: boom base section 1 x 9m; boom 
transition section 1 x 6m; boom top section 1 x 5m; jib base section 
1 x 5m; jib transition section 1 x 5m; jib top section 1 x 3m; support 
1 x 5.5m; single top; 3m middle section( 1 x 3mA, 2 x 3mB and 
1 x3mC); 6m middle section(1 x6mA, 1 x6mB and 1 x6mC); 12m 
middle section ( 1 x 12mA and 1 x 12mB). 
In boom operation mode, max. lifting capacity is 150t@5m (parts of 
line: 12); max. load moment is 145.Bt x 6m = 87 4.8t.m. Boom length: 
2am-77m; composition of boom sections: base section 1 x 9m; 
transition section 1 x 6m; top section 1 x 5m; middle section 1 x 3mA 
and 2 x 3mB; middle section 1 x 6mA and 1 x 6mB; middle section 
2 x 12mA and 2 x 12mB. Boom can be equipped with a single top. 
In fixed jib operation mode, max. lifting capacity is 50t@1am (parts 
of line: 4). Fixed jib length: 13m-31m; composition of boom 
sections: jib base section 1 x 5m; jib transition section 1 x 5m; jib top 
section 1 x 3m; middle section 1 x 3mB and 1 x 3mC; middle section 
1 x 6mB and 1 x 6mC; fixed jib strut x 5.5m. 

Boom luffing component 

It is a high-strength pendant structure with a high safety coefficient; 
pendant transition uses a walking beam structure that carries even 
load; "peach" shaped connecting hole on single pendant makes 
installation convenient, labor-saving and efficient. 

Mast 

Mast consists of a double limb structure, with strengthened cross 
beam added between limbs, so it obtains enhanced stability. Mast 
jacking cylinder can rotate around turntable hinge point, so as to pull 
up, raise and bring down the mast. 

Turntable 

Turntable is a critical load-carrying structural part that links super
structure and chassis. It is welded with high-strength steel plate, 
and is compound structure whose left side and right side are 
box-frame structures made of I beam. Turntable is connected to 
chassis via slewing bearing and it has highly strength and good 
stability performances. Many major parts can be connected to 
different positions of turntable, such as operator's cab, main winch 
system, main luffing system, engine system, hydraulic pump group, 
hydraulic valve, electric control cabinet, mast, boom base section, 
superstructure counterweight and its self-rigging/derigging cylinder 
(option), etc. 
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Mechanism composition 

See the table below for crane mechanisms and corresponding applications 

Main winch 
system 

Auxiliary winch 
system 

Main luffing 
system 

Slewing system 

Traveling 
mechanism 

When in boom, boom with single top, fixed 
jib (including double hooks) operation 
modes, it serves as main hook winch. 

When in boom with single top mode and 
fixed jib (including double hooks) mode, it 
serves as auxiliary hook winch. 

Boom luffing 

Superstructure slewing 

Machine travel 

Winch system 

Front end of 
turntable 

Near lower end 
of boom base 
section 

Middle of 
turntable 

Front of 
turntable 

Crawler drive 
wheel 

Winch system consists of main winch system and auxiliary winch 
system. Working principle of winch system: motor drives planet gear 
speed reducer, so that winch drum, guide pulley and winch tackle 
enable main hook or auxiliary hook to rise or fall. 
There is also a domestic fast release configuration for main winch 
system, with fast lowering function with empty hook. 
A planet speed reducer is built in winch system, which has a normally 
closed brake that realizes a safe and reliable "spring-powered 
brake/hydraulic release" function. Drum is made of ductile cast iron 
and for winding double broken line multi-layers of wire rope. It has a 
good vibration-absorptive function, which makes sure that wire rope 
always winds in order, which extends rope service life. 
Winch uses a special counter-rotation wire rope that has an indepen
dent steel core, strong breaking force and high crumpling resistance, 
rated line pull is 13.5t, diameter is <I> 26 mm; lengths of wire ropes for 
main & auxiliary winch as well as single top winch are 35am and 25am. 
A free fall is optional for main winch that has empty hook quick fall 
function. 

Luffing system 

Main luffing system is independently driven by a single-link winch 
drum and is installed at the middle of turntable via pin shafts. 
Working principle of main luffing system: motor drives planet gear 
speed reducer, and winch drum and luffing tackle will enable boom 
luffing operation. 
A planet speed reducer is built in main luffing system, which has a 
normally closed brake that realizes a safe and reliable 

"spring-powered brake/hydraulic release" function. 
Main luffing drum has a pawl lock, which is driven by hydraulic oil 
cylinder to offer multiple locking protection. 
Main luffing drum is a single union drum made of ductile cast iron for 
winding multi-layers of Lebus wire rope. It has a good vibration 
absorptive function that ensures that wire rope always winds in 
order and extends rope service life. 
Main winch system uses a special wire rope that has an indepen
dent steel core and strong breaking force whose rated line-pull is 
1 a.at, diameter is <I> 22 mm, and length is 235m. 

Slewing system 

Slewing system and slewing bearing are driven through outer 
gearing, which is located at the front of turntable. Motor drives planet 
gear speed reducer and the reducer will work and enable slewing 
bearing to make 360° rotation. 
A planet speed reducer is built in slewing system, which has a 
normally closed brake that realizes "spring-powered brake/hy
draulic release" function, making sure that slewing movement has 
a very high level of braking safety. 
Besides, slewing system has a mechanical slewing lock that 
increases slewing safety. 
Slewing system has a free sliding function. 

Slewing bearing 

It is an elliptical roller path, double row ball slewing bearing, which 
has such features: high strength, large bearing moment, high 
accuracy, and long service life and user friendliness. 

Oil cylinder assembly 

Boom and turntable, frame and crawler beam, counterweight pallet 
and turntable are all in kinetic pin connection, which is driven by oil 
cylinder; mast jacking cylinder, outrigger cylinder and crawler 
tension cylinder make rigging/derigging more convenient; opera
tor' s cab is equipped with a cylinder that enables the cab to make 
vertical and horizontal rotation. 

Operator' s cab 

The 1.25 meters' wide super-large driver's cab of the latest 
generation has a bright design, a magnificent exterior appearance, 
a wider range of vision and brings you comfortable and easy 
operating experience. 

Frame 

Frame is a box-like radial structure, welded with high-strength steel 
plate. The frame is rigid and strong. 

Crawler unit 

Crawler unit includes left unit and right unit, which is comprised of 
crawler frame, track shoe, track roller, driving wheel, guide wheel, 
carrier roller and walking mechanism a well as track takeup. 
Crawler frame: bilateral symmetric, one at each side. Parallel shim 
plates that are added into box structure (which is welded with high 
strength steel plate) and frame for installation and location serve as 
a good guiding role and an anti-wear role. 
Driving wheel: is connected on outer casing of planet speed reducer 
through high-strength bolts. 
Track roller: is a double flange design that can conduct self-lubrica
tion as floating type seals are internally installed. 
Tensioning wheel: it adjusts crawler tension degree through oil 
cylinder and adjusting plate. 
Carrier roller: floating type seals are internally installed to achieve 
self-lubrication function. 
Track shoe: mounted on crawler beam. 
Walking mechanism: constantly closed type planet gear speed 
reducer that has robust walking power, high flexibility and good 
maneuverability. Multiple disc wet type normally-closed brake is 
engaged by spring and released by hydraulic power. 

Hydraulic system 

LUDV system, which is based on hydraulic pilot proportional control, 
is accurate in speed, flexible in operation and has a good micro-mo
tion characteristic. Main valve has a compact structure and is conve
nient for maintenance and can realize compound operation of 
multiple movements. 
It adopts a special slewing closed system design. It starts and stops 
smoothly, has a good micro motion performance, a good proportional 
characteristic and a strong anti-interference ability against load 
fluctuation, so it can satisfy delicate lifting operation requirements. 

CilXC'MG 

Electric system 

Electrical system is mainly comprised of following parts: engine 
control, auxiliary devices, hydraulic system control, moment limit, 
safety monitoring and data display, etc. 
Electrical system is composed of regular electrical system and PLC 
monitoring system. 
Regular electrical system includes power source, start control, cab 
air conditioner, sound equipment, lighting (lamp) and wiper, etc. 
PLC control system is used to control main and auxiliary winch, 
slewing and boom luffing movements, and monitor engine status. All 
the movements are in PLC logic control based on CAN-bus technol
ogy. 

Engine system 

Type: Weichai WP1 aG336E344; 
Type: Straight-line, six-cylinder, water-cooled, turbocharged 
intercooler, four-stroke environmental friendly diesel engine, high 
pressure common rail; 
Environmental protection property: meet off-road EURO Ill emission 
standards; 
Rated net power: 247kW/190arpm; 
Max. output torque: 1550N.m; 
Fuel tank capacity: 60aL. 

Counterweight 

Counterweight consists of vehicle body counterweight and turntable 
counterweight. 
Mounted on the front and rear of crawler frame, vehicle body counter
weight slabs have an overall weight of 6t, and these counterweight slabs 
can be automatically disassembled and re-assembled via mast 
hoisting. Vehicle body counterweight: 2 x 3t. 
Turntable counterweight has two options: 55t and 45t. To meet different 
hoisting requirements, grading-counterweight based separate perfor
mance tables are provided for users to use them in a more practical, 
more economical, more convenient and simpler way. Besides, using the 
best combination of counterweight slabs according to a specific opera
tion mode can help users save transport cost and purchase cost. 
Turntable counterweight is installed at the rear of turntable. Options of 
turntable counterweight combinations are as below: 
(1) Turntable counterweight 55t: counterweight pallet 1 x 15t; counter
weight slab: 8 x 5t. 
(2) Turntable counterweight 45t: counterweight pallet 1 x 15t; counter
weight slab: 6 x 5t. 

Hook block 

Hook blocks are as below: 

Hook type BOT 13.5T 150T (option) 32T(option) 
Dead weight (t) 0.96 0.5 2.2 0.7 
Qty. 1 1 1 
Tackle quantity 3 0 7 2 

Description: 
(1) If you need a hook block configuration which is indicated in the 
table as "optional" , please give clear indication of the agreed terms 
in contract. 
(2) If you have a special requirement other than the table contents,
please contact us and be sure that the selected hook blocks can be 
matched for normal use. 
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